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A webgis is a system to manage and deploy

spatial data and associated attributes on the

web. Usually, the data are static on the client-

side: a standard webgis application doesn’t

manage dynamic information. In this arti-

cle we illustrate a dynamic webgis: a system

architecture that is able to automatically col-

lect, manage and display dynamic geographic

information. In this way one can monitor

in real-time on the map the state of time-

evolving entities. Possible applications are

fleet tracking, environmental control, surveil-

lance. Actually the system is being applied to

fleet tracking.

1 Introduction

Every day, people use on-line maps for a va-
riety of uses, from planning road journeys to
exploring unknown locations. A Geographic
Information System[1, 2] (GIS) is a system for
creating and managing spatial data and asso-
ciated attributes. It is a computer system ca-
pable of integrating, storing, editing, analyz-
ing, sharing, and displaying geographically-
referenced information.

Web-mapping is now one of the most simple
and widely accessible uses of GIS. A standard
webgis[8] is able to show geographic informa-
tion on the web. In a standard webgis, the

users can browse the web page through the
hypertext linkage. Each web page is a static
image organized by the web developer. Static
pages are static HTML pages that are pre-
pared in advance of the request. A geograph-
ical document from a static webgis is stored
as a file and its contents are determined (and
fixed) by its author when it is created. The
GIS server returns the HTML pages to the
user (as shown in fig. 1).

This information is static: once the client
has requested and received data, these data
can change on the client, if and only if, the
client send a new request to the server (com-
mon HTTP protocol behavior). The main
drawback of this kind of architecture is that
every time the user wants to change or inter-
rogate the map, the server has to update the
view and send it to the user. This can create
an impression of poor interactivity, but this
architecture is not able to show the state of
an entity after it is changed.

In [6] the advantages of webgis dynamic
ability are exploited for developing dynamic
webgis. Dynamic pages are created in re-
sponse to a users request. Each time user ac-
cesses the site he will view the different infor-
mation (depending on the request). Webgis is
dynamically linked with the sources. This dy-
namic linkage with the sources always keeps
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Figure 1: Webgis architecture

the data and software current. On the server
side, the CGI script is responsible to pro-
vide real-time multimedia information. Web-
gis can link with multimedia real-time infor-
mation by real-time connection with the rele-
vant information sources.

[7] uses webgis for monitoring soil erosion
in Miyun Reservoir area. A soil erosion mon-
itoring information system that is dynamic,
interactive was developed based on the soft-
ware of ArcIMS. The ArcIMS server software
can be implemented as an image server or fea-
ture server. An image server serves the data
on the server side and creates images in JPEG
format, which it sends to the browser client in
response to user operations (i.e. pan, zoom,
select). Image server mode has been applied
in soil erosion monitoring information system.

It is our opinion, that in a dynamic ar-
chitecture, the changes should be visible, to
the user, in real-time. We mean, for dynamic
webgis, an environment where the entity state
can change many times. If one has to mon-
itor the state of an entity (eg. temperature
or alarm sensor in a building), there is the
need of managing dynamic information, in a
more responsive way. Our aim, here, is the
proposal of a dynamic architecture consisting
into a real-time webgis where the user can ob-
serve changes over the map as the correspond-
ing information is available and updated from
external sources, without explicit requests by
the user.

With this dynamic application it is possi-
ble to view in real-time for example the state
of mobile devices and their position also. An
example can be a system for fleet tracking in
which a user needs “to follow” some auto vehi-
cle, real-time on a map. The main differences
with previous approaches is the adoption of
an active client that continuously updates in-
formation requesting them to the server. The
client updates only dynamic layers without re-
fresh other static elements in page.

In the next paragraph we analyze some
open source webgis software. We have
choosen one of them. The next paragraph de-
scribe our application: we illustrate compo-
nents and architecture, and describe the fea-
tures that we have developed and integrated
in a prototype version. Then we discuss other
case studies accessible by the presented ar-
chitecture and possible extension to be devel-
oped.

2 Some open source Web GIS
applications

In order to develop the architecture of a dy-
namic webgis as introduced above, we analyze
some of most diffused open source webgis sys-
tems which could be used as the starting point
for the development of our architecture. Here
we briefly present some of the main features
of four such applications.

2.1 UMN MapServer

MapServer[9] is an open source development
environment for building spatially-enabled In-
ternet applications. MapServer is not a full-
featured GIS system. Instead, MapServer ex-
cels at rendering spatial data (maps, images,
and vector data) for the web.

Beyond browsing GIS data, MapServer al-
lows you create “geographic image maps”,
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that is, maps that can direct users to content.

2.2 GeoServer

GeoServer[10] is a fully functional open source
WFS-T and WMS server that follows the
OGC [11] open standards.

With GeoServer it can be possible to pub-
lish data as maps / images (using the WMS),
as actual data (using the WFS), and allow
users to update, delete, and insert features
(using the WFS-T). The focus is easy of use
and support for open standards, in order to
enable anyone to quickly share their geospa-
tial information in an interoperable way.

2.3 MapIt!

MapIt![12] is a server-side web-application for
raster-maps. Navigation and points of inter-
ests are easily configured.

2.4 Alov / TimeMap

Alov[13] / TimeMap[14, 15] is free, portable
Java application for publication of vector and
raster maps to Internet and interactive view-
ing on web browsers. It supports the complex
rendering architecture, the unlimited naviga-
tion and allows working with multiple layers,
thematic maps, hyperlinked features and at-
tribute data.

TimeMap TMJava is a novel mapping
applet which generates complete interactive
maps with a few simple lines of HTML. It pro-
vides a way of easily enriching web pages with
historical or contemporary information that
goes far beyond static JPEG map images. It’s
easy for beginners, yet provides completely
customizable power and distributed back-end
database connectivity for the expert. It’s free
for personal use.

3 USAlov system

The developed system, termed USAlov, is
based on Alov / TimeMap. TimeMap is de-
veloped in J2EE[4] technology and it is very
flexible and easily extensible. USAlov[3] is
a J2EE / J2ME[5] application developed to
track locations of remote mobile devices stor-
ing their positions on a relational database.
It can be used to view real-time locations of
mobile devices.

3.1 Components

Our mission has been the integration and
development of new features in Alov /
TimeMap. We have added a tracking server,
and a mobile component, while the applet has
been extended with modules for monitor the
state of targets.

Tracking server is a new server-side com-
ponent, that manages dynamic information
about mobile devices. It stores this data
into a MySQL database, and stores in mem-
ory the information about active devices. We
have developed a mobile component that runs
on mobile devices and communicate, by the
bluetooth protocol, with common GPS[18] re-
ceivers, and, by GSM network, with the track-
ing server. Last, we have extended the ba-
sic TMJava applet, used to view static GIS
data, with the capability to communicate
with tracking server and show dynamic infor-
mation. The extended applet allows to dy-
namically query the tracking server, to get the
position of the mobile devices (see fig. 2).

3.2 Architecture

The dynamic webgis architecture is an exten-
sion of standard webgis architecture. We have
expanded the client / server standard webgis
architecture as client / server / mobile archi-
tecture (see fig. 3). The tracking server al-
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Figure 2: Components

lows communication between mobile and ap-
plet. A client requests static data to the map
server, as usually happens in all webgis en-
vironments, and requests dynamic data to a
tracking server. So, the map server works as
in standard webgis, it sends geographic in-
formation on static elements (eg. maps), to
client, while the tracking server provides in-
formation about dynamic entities, and at the
same time receives information (eg. state) by
mobile devices.

Figure 3: System architecture

The mobile device, J2ME enabled (eg. mo-
bile phone), communicates with a GPS re-
ceiver, and it sends information about its lo-
cation to a web server. Thanks to GPRS[19]
/ UMTS[20] connection and short size (few
bytes) messages it is possible to use this ap-
plication in a not expensive way.

The server stores the messages from mo-
bile devices into a database and in an active
structure that resides in the server. A thread

is responsible to load information about mon-
itored targets in memory.

Figure 4: Tracking panel

The client is based upon Sun Java applet
technology, which allows to view the where-
abouts of an entire fleet from a desktop. The
applet provides a tracking panel (shown in fig.
4) used to configure the request to send at
tracking server. After query, the client runs
a thread that updates the requested data at
configurable intervals time. Indeed, the ap-
plet is in a continuous polling to the server
with HTTP requests.

3.3 Database

The server is connected to a database (Clear-
inghouse) which includes records where the
description of GIS data-sets is stored. These
records include descriptive data for resource
discovery allowing identification of relevant
resources to a particular place, time or the-
matic interest. They also contain connection
parameters for each data-set which allow the
server to connect to the data servers across
the Internet (or to local files).

There is a dedicated WWW interface to up-
load data from shape[16] or MIF[17] files to a
relational database and to register these data
in Alov Clearinghouse.

Mobile devices history is stored on different
database. Each time that a registered device
sends its location, the server stores this data
and other related information (timestamps,
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etc.), on a database.
Another dedicated WWW interface is used

to register mobile devices in order to keep a
simple (registration required) level of security.

Figure 5: Upload interface

3.4 Features

These are the basic features available at this
moment:

• Fleet Tracking The system can track mo-
bile devices, filtered by type or by a par-
ticular attribute (eg. “id”) (see fig. 6).

• Follow mode The system can follow a sin-
gle object on map. The maps scrolls
automatically, centering the selected el-
ement on the screen.

• History Analyze previous devices paths
within a given interval time (see fig. 7).

The mobile devices model is based on Java
classes. These classes can have different at-
tributes. For example a “car” type can exists
with a license plate attribute while a “bus”
type can have seats and standing room at-
tributes. The application can manage differ-
ent custom types.

Figure 6: Fleet Tracking

Figure 7: History

4 Case studies

USAlov is only one of the possible extension
supported by this architecture. We can imag-
ine different scenarios, where a tracking server
can be used.

• Surveillance agency A surveillance
agency needs to track their agent’s path,
and it need to know, at any time, their
position. Any agent has a device that
sends information about its location
to a server, so their job is tracked and
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Figure 8: Properties pop-up

stored on database. With a custom
mobile application, the agents can send
to the main server their activity check
information in real-time.

• Human resource management With this
tool, a company is able to manage bet-
ter distribution of human resources (eg.
technicians) on a localized area, thanks
to integrated distance tool.

5 Conclusions and extensions

We presented the architecture of a tracking
server with a new and innovative concept of
dynamic webgis. The illustrated architecture
it also extensible and flexible, and can be
adapted to more applications environments.
Indeed, the technology used is brand new, and
it can be integrated with many other scenar-
ios such as follows.

• Image server. An interesting add-on can
be the integration of an image server able
to generate on demand, graphical infor-
mation. In this way the system aren’t
linked to a particular data map and it
has not care about GIS data.

• Communication between mobile devices

A user can receive information about its
nearest neighborhood on a configurable
distance. For example, the system can
detect if a user enters in an area and ad-
vice users in the same area.
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